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 Transgender Rights 
The Rise of Anti-Transgender 

Laws Within the US.  
-------------- ADRIAN GARCIA  
 
Within the last few weeks, 239+ bills 

attacking LGBTQ+ Americans have 

been introduced toward state 

legislators, 150 of which are anti-

transgender rights bills, with some 

furthering in states such as Utah, 

Kentucky, Kansas, Missouri, and 

Florida.  According to the Human 

Rights Campaign, US-based civil 

rights body, it is the” highest number 

of bills targeting transgender people 

in a single year to date.” 

 

These bills come amid the 

Republican party attempting toward 

the limitation of citizen’s right toward 

control of their own body, and the 

religious approach within their 

political policies. Stemming from 

further attacks against body 

autonomy and reproductive health in 

the overturning of Supreme Court 

Case Roe v. Wade. 

 

The bills presented aim to target 

trans people and youth, extending 

toward those that are intersex and 

non-binary, from accessing 

healthcare, such as gender-affirming 

surgeries and hormone therapy.  

These bills target and discriminate 

individuals leading toward the 

increase in violence to trans citizens 

in the country. 

 

 
 
Transgender Flag   

The aftermath of a 7.3 magnitutde earthquake in Turkey and Syria.  

Massive Earthquake 

Strikes Turkey and Syria  
 

-------------- ISABELLA MORA to have survived under the ruble 

one must have been able to find 

solace in a survivable space: 

somewhere with enough oxygen.  

 

Amongst the several Turkish 

provinces the most significantly 

impacted by the disaster was 

Hatay. Roughly 80% of the 

province's buildings require 

demolition, and rebuilding 

following the events. Hatay is 

desperate for more tents as locals 

struggle to find a warm place to 

sleep in the inclement weather as 

they fear sleeping in their homes 

and are hesitant to leave their 

animals behind.  The collective 

death count between Turkey and 

Syria has risen to 40,689 as 47 

deaths were recently reported. 

Following the disastrous magnitude 6.3 

earthquake that took the lives of 

nearly 46,000, and injured over 10,000 

people in Turkey and Syria, the 

country has been plagued again by a 

6.3 magnitude aftershock. The country’s 

disaster management authorities 

reported that search and rescue 

missions are still underway nearly two 

weeks after the initial disaster. Over 40 

buildings are still being searched and 

continuously uncovering survivors 

buried under the rubble. Professor Illan 

Kelman of University College London 

indicates that the number of living 

victims still being uncovered is rather 

unusual.  

 

In disastrous situations such as these 

the “rule of thumb” for one's hierarchy 

of needs is as follows: three minutes 

without oxygen, three days without 

water, and three weeks without food. 

Considering these factors, in order 
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Zodiac  
Pisces and Aquarius   
-------------- MARISSA GOMEZ 
 

Pisces  

With this upcoming season, you are 

going to be prepared to begin your 

love journey, whether it be with 

yourself, or with that special 

someone. If you are single, you 

should have trust in this time and 

open your heart to those around 

you. If you are currently in a 

relationship, the bond you have with 

your partner will continue to grow 

stronger. All in all, love will come 

easy for a Pisces this month, just 

keep an open mind, and more 

importantly, and open heart. 

 

Aquarius   

Through this upcoming period, just 

know that if a situation with 

someone didn’t work out, it 

happened for a reason! Whether it’d 

be romantically or with a friend, 

you learned something from it! Take 

this as a wakeup call to really 

consider your needs and wants in a 

relationship. For those of you who 

are single, you might meet 

someone exciting! Do not show 

hesitation to express your feelings 

to this individual. Your first step 

should also be to build a friendship 

first with this individual and to not 

jump to conclusions or commitment 

too quickly. Get to know this 

person! 

 

 

Hold yourself in your own arms.  
 

Self Love 
The latest local news  

 

-------------- ROSELIN CHAVEZ 
 

What is self-love? 

Self-love is the regard for one’s own 

well-being and happiness.  

 

It is important to practice self-love as 

it helps develop the person you may 

strive to be and motivates many 

positive behaviors within yourself.  

 

There are many benefits when it 

comes to self-love such as a better 

mental health, a higher self-esteem, 

more motivation, stronger 

determination, less anxiety, and more 

self-acceptance. 

 

The meaning of self-love can vary 

from one another and can be shown 

differently for each person. 

It is important to identify your best 

way to show self-love as it is an 

important part of your mental health.  

Here are 10 different ways in which 

you can practice self- love:  

1. Communicate with yourself in 

positive ways 

2. Prioritize your needs  

3. Dedicate some quality time to 

yourself  

4. Set boundaries  

5. Practice self empathy  

6. Practice self care  

7. Forgive yourself  

8. Speak affirmations  

9. Engage in hobbies and 

activities you enjoy  

10. Limit social media use  

 

 

Love Interviews  
An inside look at some of our Kaiser couples and friendships.  
 

we had like- 3 classes together.” 

 

Couple: Vianca and Fernando  

 

Question #1: How long have you 

guys been together? 

Answer: “2 years 

 

Question #2: what’s a special 

memory you guys share with each 

other? 

Answer: “the time he slipped on a 

banana.” 

 

Question #3: How’d you guys meet? 

Answer: “Because he slipped on a 

banana.”  

 

Two friends: Steven and Tanner 

 

Question #1: Are you guys single, 

talking, or in a relationship? 

Steven: “Single.” 

Tanner: “In a relationship” 

 

Question #2: Are you looking for a 

relationship, Steven? 

Steven: “No.” 

 

Question #3: How’s your relationship 

going, Tanner? 

Answer: “Good, we’ve been together 

since 8th grade, but she’s moved 

away. We’re long distance now but I 

still see her sometimes.” 

 

-------------- TITO AND SHERINA  
 

Couple: Celeste and Julian  

 

Question #1: How long have you 

guys been together? 

Answer: “5 months.” 

 
Question #2: Do you guys have any 

special memories you guys share with 

each other? 

Answer: “We went to a pumpkin 

patch!” 

 
Question #3: How’d you guys meet? 

Answer: “We met in 7th grade cause 
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Books 

 

Romance Books and Movies  
For the romantisizers out there.  

-------------- JACOB PENA 

 
Best Romance Books 

1. Book Lovers (Emily Henry)  

2. By the Book (Jasmine Guillory)  

3. Dating Dr. Dill (Nisha Sharma) 

4. The Dread Romantics (Ashley Poston) 

5. DeVaughn and Kris Plan a Wedding (Chencia C. 

Higgings) 

 

 

Best Romance Movies 

6. The Sky is Everything  

7. Marry Me 

8. Moonshot  

9. Crush  

10. Along for the Ride 

 

   

 until I looked into your eyes my world 

shined so bright/ to think that you 

evoked new emotions/that I once 

thought I would never feel/. I don’t think 

anything could ever compare to it/ my 

heart with something you decided to 

steal/ to say I fell for you was an 

understatement/ in terms of falling in 

love, I sped through all the stages/your 

voice is something that I loved to listen/ 

the color was brought back into my 

vision/ parts of you starting to slip 

away/ in my mind you once infected 

every day/ I know my corner in your 

mind is well established/as a much I 

hate to admit/ the love we had is 

something I’ll forever miss.  

 

Fourth place - Sophia: I was completely 

lost./II couldn’t look at myself in the 

mirror./ I hoped,/ I begged/I destroyed 

myself looking for a part of me I 

desired./ I wanted to see what he saw 

me./ He saw the rapturous beauty 

behind my sorrow I never believe 

existed./ He made me feel as if I was 

Aphrodite./He saved me./ 

 

Third Place - Evan I.: The smell of 

flowers you emit/is unlike any other,/ 

watching your blessing through the 

years/ is a wonder one on its own,/ 

you grow bigger and taller wiser,/ and I 

will be there with you through it all. 

 

Second Place - Julian: 

The worlds prettiest stream/ couldn’t 

sparkle like your eyes/ flow like your 

hair or be as deep as your mind./  

 

hold onto your words/as if it’s your 

heart/ undivided attention towards the 

galaxy’s shiniest star.  

 

Don’t let the day come when we’re 

not/cause I’d still spot those eyes in a 

crowd/of people who don’t know what 

it’s like/ to still love and unable to 

accept loss.  

If I could have it my way, I feel your 

touch forever and beyond it’s the point 

where it’s all that I crave when you 

hold my hand, you hold my soul with 

you and closer than I ever been the 

whole 

 

First Place - Milena, 11th grade.  

Love is something that many do not 

understand. It is something that only 

those worthy of it can get. And neither 

has sight or sounds… only love. What 

makes someone want to risk their life. 

That thing that makes you want to 

smile…but smile because you want to 

have that person. Smile too…love can 

be complicated. It’s not easily found. 

However one finds it, there’s always 

your number one reason.        

 

 

Poem Contest 
Kaiser has some talented writers. 

 

-------------- EMILY LARA 
 

In the spirit of February and 

Valentines Day, the Kaiser Claw asked 

students on campus to submit original 

poem entries. Here are Kaiser Claw’s 

top five winners.  
 
Fifth place - Tito Rivas: nothing in my life 

could ever compare to light/ 
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National Cancer Prevention Month  

National Cancer Prevention Month 
Maintain good habits to prevent disease.   

-------------- EMILY VILLA 
 

Cancer is a term used to describe a disease in which 

abnormal cells divide without control and can invade 

nearby tissues. It is a silent disease, which means that it 

will often become more severe because the host is not 

aware the illness has invaded their bodily systems. 

Despite its severity, it can be prevented. According to 

experts, 30-50% of all cancer cases are preventable.  

 

You can reduce your risk of cancer by avoiding tobacco, 

limiting alcohol consumption, and protecting your skin. 

Expressing caution surrounding these categories cannot 

reject all cancers, however, it can lessen risk factors.  

 

Tobacco: Tobacco, or cigarette smoking can prompt the 

existence of cancer anywhere in the body. Considering 

the oral component of smoking cigarette’s, the habit can 

cause cancer of the mouth, throat, esophagus, stomach, 

colon, rectum, and spread as far as your bladder. 

Healthy habits save lives.  

 

Alcohol: According to the centers of disease control and 

prevention, excessive alcohol consumption leads to the 

release of a chemical called acetaldehyde, which 

damages DNA and prevents your body from repairing 

damage. Cancer in the mouth and liver will likely follow 

from excessive alcohol consumption.  

 

Skin: Prolonged and unprotected exposure to ultraviolet 

light is a risk factor for cancer. Such radiation is derived 

 

 

 

 

from the sun, tanning beds, and sunlamps. Avoiding 

these factors altogether is unrealistic, however, it is 

important to apply sunscreen regularly, and to limit 

artificial UV light exposure. 

 

“REGULAR PHYSICAL 

 EXAMS ARE ESSENTIAL 

FOR GOOD HEALTH” 

Prioritize yourself: Active and consistent trips to the 

doctor are important to maintaining long-term 

health. At yearly checkups, medical professionals are 

able to catch diseases early, which is a strategy 

that is lifesaving. Practice responsible habits now 

and reap benefits later.   
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